
HOW TO WRITE A POSITION PAPER FOR MODEL UN

Most Model UN conferences require delegates to submit a position paper, an essay covering a country's perspective on
the assigned topics of.

A typical position paper is pages long and contains the following sections, which should each be paragraphs
long: Topic Background, Past International Action, Country Policy, and Possible Solutions. As you move
further along in your research, you should get an idea of what key terms are related to the topic. Copying and
pasting position papers from a word-processing document is the easiest way to ensure correct submission.
Having solid, UN-based sources increases your credibility and again can help develop a thorough
understanding of your issue. The position paper has a definite general structure to it: three sections totalling
one page in length each of which serves a clear purpose within the general context of the paper. What went
right, and what could you improve upon? After you know the short, general definition of your topic, you
should try to gather details about the issue. If your country does not completely condemn human trafficking,
for example, because of their own stakes in the practice, then your policy must reflect that, in spite of your
disagreement. If, on the day of the deadline, you have difficulty submitting a position paper, please e-mail
your submission to mail amun. Position papers may serve as a starting point for negotiations and debate at the
Conference. No position papers will be accepted after p. Take note of the other participants in these efforts,
tooâ€”they could serve as important allies in committee. Hold off any normative judgments in this section, the
purpose of this paragraph is not to evaluate the institution or development in reference to your country, but
rather, to merely discuss how it has altered domestic dynamics. Papers are NOT submitted in hard copy. Use
two hard returns to create a paragraph break in the position paper. CST on 9 November. Well-crafted position
papers can often take the place of formal opening speeches and allow Representatives to attend to the
substantive work of their committees more quickly. Simply put, the position paper is meant to give delegates
an opportunity to organize their research into an organized policy statement. How can you collaborate with
other countries? Each delegation should submit one complete position paper that covers all of the committees
and topics for their delegation. Writing a good position paper not only requires research skills, but also
involves the ability to critically analyze the information you gather through your research. The staff looks for
original and critical thinking, a true understanding of the nature of your nation and both a function and applied
knowledge of your topic. Identify key terms and answer key questions. Consider what UN programs, events,
resolutions, and agreements your country has participated in. Please do not include any header information e.
It is imperative to emphasize the extent to which change has taken place. By approaching a problematic
scenario in greater detail, you are demonstrating to the chair and to fellow delegates that you have the capacity
to think critically and can identify the issues with which your country has the greatest concern. Use credible
sources. Consider using credible websites like un. This is the introductory section of your position paper,
where you give a brief overview of the topic and why it is important. Government and NGO websites can be
credible but possess bias, and similarly, news websites and blogs can provide information not as credible as
un. By following these tips, writing the topic background for your position paper will be easier and more
effective. Need some help? How effective were these endeavors? By analyzing these key terms and questions,
you can find sub-issues that will narrow down the topic and make it easier to write the topic background.
Tackle your writing in these five sections to create a position paper that packs a punch! They are equally
important in the eyes of the committee and the directors the people who will be evaluating your write-ups.
Sources Throughout your research, ensuring that your information comes from reliable sources is paramount.
It is important to write a position paper for each of your topics because it will help you gain insight on the
issue and prepare you for the MUN conference. AMUN uses an online form for the submission of position
papers. With reference to Sample Position paper A bottom of the post , we can analyze these different parts
and comment on the relative successes of specific techniques used to elucidate points. Could you provide aid
to an area, and at what cost?


